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Overview
There are multiple types of hammers available in the market – ball peen hammers, claw hammers, 

mallets, etc. When you are presented with the task of hammering a nail, all of these hammers will 

perform the task, however one will work better than another. So is the case with choosing what 

solution to use to get backups offsite and into a cloud for disaster recovery. All solutions are not the 

same and each one comes with its own set of pros and cons. Not every solution will work for every 

size customer as well.

Traditional offsite backups consisted of a variety of solutions that all had associated costs with 

them – from tapes in the back of a car and being stored at an employee’s house (a practice which 

is frightingly still perceived today as a secure and safe) to having a secondary fail-over datacenter 

or some form of roll-it-yourself automation to transport backups offsite. In today’s environment 

though companies are moving away from these legacy methods. Companies are no longer willing 

to support and sustain a high capex and ongoing opex expense of maintaining secondary locations, 

driven by changes in technology such as virtualization and products on the market like Veeam 

Backup and Replication which allow for extremely low RTO/RPO times. Instead, the critical data can 

be moved offsite and simply brought back up on another hypervisor.

Now with the emergence of both private and public cloud providers, as well as products now 

available like Veeam Cloud Connect for Enterprise which allows a relatively simple “click to d eploy” 

in Azure, companies can further distance themselves from additional hardware and storage by 

pushing to the cloud and only incurring a opex expense with minimal or no capex expense. Which 

solution is best though? Public cloud like Azure and AWS or private cloud? In this paper we will 

explore some options with positive and negatives of each to help determine, based on the situation, 

which hammer the most efficient.
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Assumptions
In order to properly evaluate the right solutions, assumptions have been made about the 

organization’s environment based on some “average” sizes that lend themselves well to cloud 

backups and also allow for relative comparison between cloud providers.

The environment consists of one or more hypervisors utilizing Veeam for backups. We assume that 

our backup repository requirements are approximately 10Tb (12Tb is used for sizing to provide 

parity between cloud providers and to provide some “working space”) with a 10% data change rate 

resulting in approximately 100Gb daily transfer of incremental backups. It is also assumed that the 

sum of all restore operations from the cloud consumes at 100Gb per month. All backups are forever 

forward. No assumption has been made to how often synthetic full backups are generated simply 

because that can impact what solution is chosen.

In the private cloud scenario it is assumed that the provider is leveraging Veeam Cloud Connect for 

Service Providers to ingest backup copy jobs.

In the public cloud scenario it is assumed the organization is leveraging Veeam Cloud Connect for 

Enterprise connect to the datacenter and is running Veeam Backup and Replication on a single 

server which is performing backups of the environment.

For the projected costs, all months are priced at 730 hours/month. No commitment levels (12 

month, 36 month, etc) are given so as to not inappropriately discount costs.

For performance tests, the same virtual machines were backed up using backup copy jobs to each 

repository. The combined total of the virtual machines was 800Gb of data and 2 Veeam threads 

were used for each. To evaluate performance, the jobs were allowed to run for 10 days so that 

accurate performance could be calculated for health checks, merges and GFS point generation.
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Architecture
Veeam Cloud Connect for both Service Providers and Enterprise acts in the exact same manner. A 

local site (or multiple sites) each with their own Veeam Backup and Replication server handling local 

backups would connect to Cloud Gateway hosted either at a private cloud service provider or to a 

public cloud like Azure or AWS.

FIGURE 1

The local sites would then send backup copy jobs securely (SSL) over the WAN to the gateways

where they are ingested and retained by the private or public cloud service. The local VBR has full

control over their data in the cloud and can manage their retention, type of backups, quantity, etc.
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Overall Results
We will examine these results in depth in this whitepaper, but they are referenced here for an

overall view of costs and performance of the solutions examined. Each of these solutions is

evaluated in-depth to give pros and cons, and to dive deeper into the results.
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Public Cloud
Public cloud has been a rapidly emerging market and there has been a very heavy push to migrate 

organization’s assets to the public cloud primarily due to its simple management and scalability, 

while also allowing the transition from a capex model to an opex model. As a natural result, many 

organizations have also considered it to be a backup target for their on-prem environments, even 

for cross-cloud backups. This has been driven further by technologies such as Amazon Glacier which 

allows for long-term “cold” storage of archived data which is a very attractive offering. Is public cloud 

a good target for daily/weekly/monthly backups? Let’s explore options by looking at the two leaders 

in this space, Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS.

In both public cloud scenarios models were built with a lower performance archival solution and a

higher performance transactional solution. Each solution is essentially identical from an architecture 

perspective with the only differentiator being the speed of the disk that backed the Veeam storage. 

This was done in order to give pros and cons of each solution and perspective on potential costs.

Amazon AWS
Using the architecture above, both low performance archival storage and high performance

transactional storage were modeled in AWS utilizing the ECS st1 storage for low performance and 

ECS gp2 for a high performance solution. It is important to note that other ECS storage like io1

(high performance SSD) and sc1 (cold HDD), as well as AWS blob storage were not considered as

they would not be ideal for a Veeam backup environment. AWS blob storage such as AWS Glacier

might lend itself well to a solution with the potential of offloading long-term storage but would not

perform adequately for day to day backup operations.

AWS st1 “low performance”
AWS st1 storage is described as a “throughput optimized HDD” backed storage. It’s designed fo r

big data, data warehousing and log processing. Each volume can scale from 500Gb to 16 Tb and is

capable of 500 IOPS (1Mb I/O size) and up to 500MB/s. With these specs it seems to be an optimal

target for low-cost storage for Veeam backups.
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AWS st1 “low performance”
AWS st1 storage is described as a “throughput optimized HDD” backed storage. It’s designed for 

big data, data warehousing and log processing. Each volume can scale from 500Gb to 16 Tb and is 

capable of 500 IOPS (1Mb I/O size) and up to 500MB/s. With these specs it seems to be an optimal 

target for low-cost storage for Veeam backups.

AWS st1 Costs

This price is certainly attractive on a month to month basis for storage for Veeam backups –

however let’s examine the performance of the solution.

AWS st1 Performance
AWS st1 storage is throughput optimized storage and really geared towards streaming large blocks

of data to/from the storage, which would lend itself well to streaming forever forward Veeam

backups. This storage though would induce a huge penalty however with heavy I/O processing on

activities such as synthetic merges, health checks, or restores where data blocks would have to be

randomly accessed in order to be re-assembled from multiple incremental backup files. We see

these results in test jobs established to AWS st1 disk, with health checks taking 55 minutes for

800G of data, merges taking approximately 1 hour and GFS points taking an hour and a half.

Surprisingly, generating GFS points in AWS st1 performed just as well as private cloud providers,

possibly due to the read and assembly of the full GFS point. Merges with st1 backed storage were

the slowest of all of our comparison jobs - this also implies that other backup methodologies such

as reverse incremental backups would also perform poorly due to the continual re-merge of data.

Merge jobs were on average 59% slower than all other solutions. If you require synthetic full

merges on a frequent basis, this solution would not be well-suited for your needs.

FIGURE 5
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AWS gp2 “high performance”
AWS gp2 storage is perhaps the most popular of AWS storage and it’s considered their “general 

purpose” storage backed by general purpose SSD to balance price and performance. It’s geared 

towards most workloads and is a good blend offering between st1 disk and io1 disk (with io1 disk

being the highest IOPS performance disk designed for databases and mission critical applications).  

Each volume can scale from 1Gb to 16Tb with max per-volume 10,000 IOPS and 160Mb/s.

AWS gp2 Costs

AWS gp2 storage is more than double the cost of st1 storage, and the second most expensive

solution examined. Performance however, makes up for the cost of this solution.

AWS gp2 Performance
The AWS gp2 solution was one of the fastest solutions evaluated, with its health check times being 

the fastest of all solutions evaluated. Merges were only about 13% slower and the generation of GFS 

points were on par with the other top performing solutions. This model should perform more than 

adequately for Veeam backups, while also allowing enough IOPS to be able to easily handle backup 

operations and more than adequate restoration performance. For most organizations this

solution would be quite adequate.

FIGURE 6
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AWS Considerations
There are other considerations to examine when considering using AWS as a target for Veeam 

backups. While AWS might make an adequate target for backups and serve well for daily backup/

restoration activities, it cannot currently act as a target for disaster recovery. There is no way to 

natively spin up full restorations of machines without potentially extensive manual

manipulations such as device driver injections.merges on a frequent basis, this solution would not 

be well-suited for your needs.

Microsoft Azure
Similar to AWS, Microsoft Azure also offers two levels of storage which were also modeled. Azure 

offers standard disk which provides similar performance to AWS st1 and premium disk which is 

comparable to AWS gp2 disk. Both types of disk could act as targets for Veeam backups. Again, 

Azure blob storage was not taken into consideration. It should be noted that different size volumes 

were taken into consideration to reach the 12Tb repository size limitation and the most cost 

effective was to use a 4Tb volume size, an Azure limit.

Veeam Cloud Connect for Enterprise is available in the Azure marketplace and is extremely easy and 

simple to create and deploy with minimal work. Not only is a VM and associated disk provisioned, 

but all network rules are applied automatically. All that has to be done is the import of a Veeam 

license key, a few small configuration updates, deployment of an SSL certificate, creation of a 

repository and tenant – at which point the solution is ready to go.

Azure Standard Disk “low performance”
Azure standard disks are described as HDD backed storage similar to AWS st1 storage. Each

volume can scale from 32Gb to 4Tb, and so in order to achieve a 12Tb repository it’s necessary to

span 3 drives together in the solution. Azure disks boast a 99.999% availability, so there is no need

for parity between the disks. All of the resiliency is built into the back-end. Performance on these

volumes is approximately 500 IOPS and a max of 60Mb/s. It is interesting to note that Microsoft

charges a premium on disk transactions on Azure Standard disks, so the more that the disk is used

the incrementally more expensive it becomes. We utilized the Microsoft calculator which

defaulted 100,000 transactions/month per disk for the pricing model.
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Azure Standard Disk Costs

Azure standard disk costs were the second lowest cost per terabyte solution examined. One should

have concerns, however, on the storage transaction costs per disk, which could greatly fluctuate 

causing the end price to vary from month to month. There is no easy way to validate the 

consumption of theses storage transaction costs, so it would be difficult to identify what could 

conserved to keep monthly billing to a minimum.

Azure Standard Disk Performance
While on a monthly cost basis this solution also appears to be very attractive as a solution, Azure 

standard disks performed hands-down the worst of any of the solutions evaluated. Health checks 

were 259% slower than the fastest health check solution (AWS gp2) and GFS point generation 

were 198% slower than top performers. Merge times, however, were in the middle of the pack – a 

surprising result considering merges involve extensive I/O to randomly read incremental data to 

build a synthetic full. These results appear to be a result of the relatively low throughput of the 

Azure standard disks at 60Mb/s. For a cost conscious organization who only is sending forever 

forward incremental Veeam backups, this solution would might be feasible.

FIGURE 7
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Azure Premium Disk “high performance”
Azure premium disks are SDD backed storage that offer considerably better performance than

standard disks. These disks also scale from 32Gb to 4Tb, so 3 disks would need to be spanned to

reach the 12Tb model. This managed storage offers 7500 IOPS at a maximum of 250Mb/s. As well,

premium storage does not have transaction charges on the disk, ensuring that costs are more

stable than with standard storage.

Azure Premium Disk Costs

Similar to AWS this solution is twice as expensive as running Azure standard disks.

Azure Premium Disk Performance
While premium disks are twice as expensive as Azure standard disks, performance does not scale in

the same manner. Performance of Azure premium disks is the second slowest of all evaluated 

solutions. This result is quite surprising as Azure premium disk performance is similar to AWS gp2 

storage – and AWS gp2 storage was one of the top performing solutions. Azure premium disk

performance were approximately 69% slower in health checks, 25% slower in merges and 68%

slower in generating GFS points. These results give mediocre performance for a relatively high cost.

FIGURE 8
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Azure Considerations
Azure does offer some additional benefits over AWS as a target for a backup repository. Veeam 

currently has more development with Azure than AWS resulting in the ability to use Azure as a

disaster recovery target. Therefore, if the current datacenter were to experience a disaster, you 

could spin up backups directly in Azure seamlessly with no worries about manual intervention to

get machines to boot (i.e. no driver injection necessary). While this is a great benefit to Azure, 

attempting to get the failed over machines back out of Azure could be a potential issues as a 

failback plan is not as clear. It would potentially involve backing up the Azure environment and re -

restoring it back to the original location.

Veeam has also developed Veeam PN product for free specifically to make it easy to have a recovery 

site within Azure without extensive network changes. This software-defined network product 

makes establishing communication easy between sites by utilizing integrated site to site VPN. A hub 

appliance is deployed in Azure and then site gateways are downloaded for each remote site that 

requires connectivity. Leveraging a simple UI, administrators can configure site to site VPNs between 

sites and Azure. Utilizing Veeam Restore to Microsoft Azure, this solution can allow for easy access 

to recovered workloads in Azure. As well, Veeam PN also provides the ability for users to securely 

connect direct to Azure to access all of the environments.

FIGURE 9
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It is very apparent that Veeam has really embraced Azure as a potential public cloud target with all

of the effort that has been put towards it, which certainly makes it an attractive contender as a 

solution.

Another consideration for Azure is that Microsoft is offering some potentially significant discounts in 

their push to drive more business to the cloud. There are several programs in place where existing 

Microsoft licensing can be traded in for compute resources in Azure. These incentives could further 

drive down the cost per Tb and should be weighed carefully when considering Azure as a potential 

backup repository.

Public Cloud Considerations
Public cloud does offer flexibility and simple scalability as a backup repository for an organizations 

datacenter. As mentioned there are some caveats specifically around the selection of storage with 

regards to backup types and utilizing the public cloud as a disaster recovery target. Other items to

take into consideration when looking at public cloud is data transfers, monthly costs and human

capital. Data transfers into the public cloud are free which seems to be extremely attractive and

probably the majority of the data transfer in a backup scenario, but the costs of transferring data

out of the cloud are expensive. An organization needs to fully take into consideration it’s restore

activities on a monthly basis to determine if public cloud would be the proper solution. Another

concern is variable monthly costs – while pricing can seem attractive, the costs can vary monthly

and potentially wildly depending on the cloud activities, especially with items like monthly data

transfer and Azure standard disk storage transaction charges. Finally, it is important to realize that

besides licensing costs of software (which were not considered in the calculations) there is a human

capital cost for managing the public cloud component. An organization needs to take into 

consideration if it has the proper resources to effectively manage the public cloud, not only from a

technical perspective but also able to judge and re-allocate resources to ensure costs are managed.

As well employees will be potentially responsible for still maintaining a secondary cloud backup –

one of the reasons that most companies are moving away from running their own disaster recovery

site in the first place. While it is hard to quantify this amount in a cost model above, a organization

must properly evaluate this cost before selecting which solution would be the best.
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Private Cloud
Private cloud providers are another alternative to public cloud. While one provider was used for

this evaluation, most larger private cloud providers have similar features and capabilities. Private

cloud providers utilize Veeam Cloud Connect Gateways to provide a secure, encrypted tunnel from

the customer datacenter direct to the cloud provider storage repositories. This allows backup copy

jobs to be created to back up the servers both locally and remotely in the cloud.

Private Cloud Costs
Most pricing for private cloud starts around $125/Tb and as the backup repository scale in size

pricing gets more attractive. This pricing falls right in the middle of public cloud offerings, between

low performance and high performance solutions.

Private Cloud Performance
Private cloud performance overall came in at the best, leading the speeds in merge times, 7%

slower than AWS GP2 in health checks (5 minute difference) and 2% slower in GFS performance

compared to AWS GP2 (2 minute difference). Most private cloud providers are using hybrid-style

storage (SSD with HDD backend) to provide IOPS targets that exceed those found on public cloud,

resulting in quicker synthetic merges, health checks and restores. This also allows more flexibility

in the backup scenarios such as GFS points, reverse incrementals, etc.
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Public Cloud Considerations
Private cloud offers several additional benefits besides competitive pricing:

• With backup copy jobs higher compression settings can be configured which could produce
backups which are smaller than straight Veeam backup jobs. This means less data to pay for
month over month while still maintaining backups in the cloud.

• Private cloud providers do not require any additional software licenses past what an
organization already owns and do not typically charge additional network transfer costs,
allowing for a fixed, predictable per-month charge.

• Private cloud providers offer Veeam Replication service as well, allowing for a 15 minute RTO/
RPO for more aggressive recovery scenarios.

• Organizations do not need to maintain two different locations, further controlling costs.

• Private cloud providers can offer WAN acceleration, which can dramatically speed up transfers
from low bandwidth location.

• Private cloud providers do not leverage public cloud infrastructure and do offer connectivity to
public clouds. This means that if an organization’s workloads are currently in public cloud and
there was an outage, a provide cloud provider would be the best option for a quick and easy
restore.

• Cloud providers typically have infrastructure available in the event of a disaster to spin up
backups. This results in not having to figure out complex migrations both in a failover, no
need for driver injections to get machines to boot, and you can typically access a production
environment in the cloud similar to what you are already used to.

• Cloud providers have recovery experts available should you need to access data, or even assist
with performing a complete restore to the cloud.

• Cloud providers often provide disaster recovery planning services to assist in meeting business
or industry standards.

• Finally, some cloud providers are now acting as Backup Service Providers (BSP) and can
remotely manage and monitor local and remote backup environment for an incremental fee.
This allows an organization to focus on what they do best and keep human capital costs under
control.
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Conclusion
Selecting a solution to back up an organization’s environment using Veeam into the cloud should 

be based heavily on backup requirements, RTO/RPOs, and ensuring the proper technology is being 

utilized. All of the solutions cited, public cloud options and private cloud, will accomplish the task 

at hand. Some solutions might work better for an organization’s environment than others, but key 

to that selection is truly understanding the differences in not just the costs (and hidden costs) but 

performance and capabilities that each solution provides.

As we have seen in the pricing and testing data, the best bang for the buck would be a private cloud 

provider. They provide the best performance for the lowest cost per terabyte of data. As well, they 

typically provide infrastructure services and professionals on staff to assist in the recovery of your 

data in the event of a disaster.

AWS would provide a decent (albeit slightly more expensive) solution if you were still seeking a 

public cloud solution to host your backups. The biggest downside to AWS would be the lack of

infrastructure to directly restore your environment back into in the event a disaster.

Finally Azure, while becoming more of a popular target for backup services due to Azure credits 

issued by Microsoft for licensing, as well as the ability to recover directly back into the Azure cloud,

surprisingly came in last on the list. Azure’s high costs (offset perhaps by Microsoft credits) along 

with poor performance for job I/O put it at the bottom of the list. Even if the cost was offset, one

could not possibly recommend Azure standard disk for backups with the lowest performance of all

evaluated solutions.
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